
Creatures D6 / Purrgil Ultra

Name: Purrgil Ultra

Type: Deep Space Lifeform

Designation: Semi-sentient

Classification: Whale

Skin color: Bluish-purple, gray, and yellow

Eye color: Blue

Distinctions: Larger than purrgil, More distinctive protrusions

atop heads, More whisker-like organs underneath mouth

Habitat: Space

Size: 500m+

Dexterity: 3D

Perception: 2D

Strength: 4D

Special Abilities

         Hyperspace Jump: Purgill Utra are capable of making Hyperspace Jumps, and  consumption of

Clouzon-36 gas is involved. After inhaling the gas, the massive creatures are able to make the transition

to Hyperspace and travel between distant stars. Due to their size, they can carry other creatures or

vessels into Hyperspace in their mouthes or by engulfing them in their tentacles.

         Collosal Size: Purrgil Ultra are huge creatures, which count as Capital Scale for damage purposes,

ramming anything they perceive as threatening with their noses for Str damage.

Orneriness: 4D

Description: The Purrgil Ultra were a type of the semi-sentient purrgil, which lived in space. They were

mostly identical to regular purrgil; however, Purrgil Ultra were significantly larger and had slightly different

heads. In 1 BBY, during the liberation of the planet Lothal from the Galactic Empire's control, a group of

purrgil and Purrgil Ultra completely wiped out Imperial Grand Admiral Thrawn's blockade. Having

established a connection with the purrgil, the Jedi Ezra Bridger then guided three Purrgil Ultra to wrap

their tentacles around the Chimaera, Thrawn's flagship, and to jump into hyperspace, removing the

Imperial threat from Lothal.

Biology and appearance

As a type of purrgil, Purrgil Ultra were semi-sentient, space-dwelling whales, that were able to jump into

hyperspace, an alternate dimension that allowed traveling at lightspeed. Like other purrgil, they had

torpedo-shaped bodies, bulbous heads with two cloudy, blue eyes, four large hind tentacles, multiple fins,

smooth-looking skin of bluish-purple color with gray and yellow portions, and large mouths filled with

irregularly spaced, egg-shaped teeth. However, they were significantly larger than regular purrgil,

reaching half of the length of an Imperial-class Star Destroyer. They also had more whisker-like organs



underneath their mouth and more distinctive protrusions atop their head.

History

In 1 BBY, during the liberation of the Outer Rim planet Lothal from the Galactic Empire's control, the

rebel pilot Mart Mattin, the former Clone Commander Wolffe, and the Devaronian crime lord Cikatro

Vizago sent a signal on Frequency Zero from the modified VCX-100 light freighter Ghost to attract purrgil

as part of Jedi Ezra Bridger's backup plan. When a group of purrgil and Purrgil Ultra arrived, they were

led by the Ghost and completely destroyed Imperial Grand Admiral Thrawn's blockade of Lothal.

The much larger Purrgil Ultra also damaged the three Star Destroyers hovering in the planet's lower

atmosphere above Capital City, including the Chimaera, an Imperial I-class Star Destroyer serving as

Thrawn's flagship. Using the Force to control three Purrgil Ultra, Ezra Bridger ordered the creatures to

wrap their tentacles around the Chimaera and to jump into hyperspace, ultimately removing the Imperial

threat from Lothal. 
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